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WEAK CONFLUENCE AND W-SETS 

VanC. NaIl 

1. Introduction 

A mapping between continua is weakly confluent if for 

each subcontinuum K of the range some component of the 

preimage of K maps onto K. Class[W] is the class of all 

continua which are the images of weakly confluent maps 

only. The notion of Class[W] was introduced by Andrej Lelek 

in 1972. Since then it has been widely explored and some 

characterizations of these continua have been given. 

J. Grispolakis and E. D. Tymchatyn have given a characteri

zation in terms of hyperspaces [4]. J. Davis has shown that 

acyclic atriodic continua are in Class [W]i therefore, 

atriodic tree-like continua are in Class[W] [2]. G. Feuer

bacher has shown that non chainable circle-like continua 

are in Class[W] if and only if they are not weakly chainable 

[3, Thm. 7, p. 21]. Here a new approach is taken, and some 

further results about atriodic continua and Class[W] are 

obtained. 

The following conventions and definitions will be 

used. A mapping is a continuous function and a c~ntinuum 

is a compact connected metric space. A continuum M is a 

triod if M contains a subcontinuum K such that M-K has at 

least three components, and the subcontinuum K will be called 

a core of the triode An atriodic continuum is one which does 

not contain a triode A continuum is unicoherent if it is 

not the union of two continua whose intersection is not 
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connected. A continuum M is irreducible if there are two 

points a and b in M such that no proper subcontinuum of M 

contains a and b. Finally, a continuum is indecomposable 

if it is not the union of two of its proper subcontinua. 

A map between continua is confluent if for each sub

continuum K of the range each component of the pre image of 

K maps onto K. In a recent paper W. T. Ingram made an 

interesting observation concerning confluent mappings. In 

Ingram's terms a map is confluent with respect to a sub

continuum K of its range if every component of the preimage 

of K maps onto K. An older notion in continuum theory is 

that of a C-set. A subcontinuurn K of a continuum M is a 

C-set in M if every subcontinuum of M that intersects K 

and M-K contains K. Ingram has observed that if K is a 

subcontinuum of a continuum M such that every map of a 

continuum onto M is confluent with respect to K then K 

is a C-set in M [5, Thm. 4, p. 89}. In addition to giving 

a meaning for the C in C-set, this suggests the importance 

of looking at confluence and weak confluence on a one sub

continuum at a time basis. 

Definition. A map between continua is weakly confluent 

with respect to a subcontinuum K of the range if some com

ponent of the preimage of K maps onto K. 

Definition. A subcontinuumK of a continuum M is a 

W-set in M if every map from a continuum onto M is weakly 

confluent with respect to K. 
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ExampZe 1. If a continuum is in Class[W], every proper 

subcontinuum of it is a W-set in it. For example, every 

subcontinuum of an arc is a W-set in that arc. 

ExampZe 2. The continuum L below is a sin(l/x) curve 

together with its limit line. The continuum M is obtained 

by identifying the endpoints of the limit line. Thus, M is 

a ray limiting to a circle. The circle is a C-set in M. 

If K is an arc in the circle and the point of identification 

is in K, but it is not an endpoint of K, then K is not a 

W-set in M since the identification map is not weakly con

fluent with respect to K. 

L 

In light of Davis' result that acyclic atriodic continua 

are in Class[W], one might expect to 

tarily unicoherent atriodic continua 

However, this is not the case. 

find that all heredi

are in Class[W]. 

ExampZe 3. A simple example of an indecomposable con

tinuum can be obtained by taking the intersection of chain 

coverings where each chain loops through the previous chain 

from the first link to the last and back to the first link. 

This is the well known Knaster continuum. The intersection 
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of the first links is an end point. If each chain were to 

continue after returning to the first link and end in the 

last link of the previous chain, the intersection of such 

a sequence of chain covers would still be indecomposable. 

Now there are two endpoints. Obtain M by identifying these 

two endpoints. The continuum M is still indecomposable, 

consequently it is unicoherent. Every proper subcontinuum 

of M is an arc so M is hereditarily unicoherent. If K is 

one of the arcs in M which contains the point of identifica

tion, but not as an endpoint, then K is not a W-set in M 

since the identification map is not weakly confluent with 

respect to K. 

M 

\ , , 

2. General Observations about W-Sets 

Though most of the results in this paper depend on 

the absence of triods, the first three lemmas do not. 

Lemma 1. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of the continuum 

M~ and p and q are points in K such that every continuum 

in M from p to M-K contains q. Then~ if f is a map of a 
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continuum L onto M and E is a component of f-l(K) such 

that p is in f(E), q is aZso in f(E). 

Proof. Let E ,E 2 ,E 3 --- be a sequence of continua inl 

L which properly contain E, whose intersection is E, and 

such that Ei + is contained in E for each positive integerl i 

i. Then f(E ) contains p, and f(E ) intersects M-K fori i 

each i. So q is in f(E ) for each i. But f(E) is thei 

intersection of the f(E ) 's. So q is in f(E).i 

Lemma 2. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of M, and p is I 

a point in M such that every continuum from p to M-K con

tains K. Then K is a W-set in M. 

Proof. Let f be a map of a continuum onto M. Let E 

be a component of f-l(K) such that p is in f(E). Then, 

by Lemma 1, K is contained in f(E). 

Recall that a subcontinuum K of a continuum M is a 

C-set in M if for each point p in K every continuum from p 

to M-K contains K. The weaker property in Lemma 2, that 

for some point p in K every continuum from p to M-K contains 

K, is similar, but unfortunately it does not characterize 

W-sets. 

Lemma 3. Suppose K and J are subcontinua of the con

tinuum M such that K is contained in J, and there is a 

point p in J and a point q in K such that every continuum 

in J from q to J-K contains K, and every continuum in M 

from p to M-J contains K. Then K is a W-set in M. 

Proof. Let f be a map of a continuum onto M. Let E 

be a component of f-l(J) such that p is in f(E). By 
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Lemma 1, K is contained in f(E), and K is a W-set in f(E) 

by Lemma 2. So K is a W-set in M. 

The following is due to Sorgenfrey [7, Thm. 1.8, p. 

443] and will be used throughout the rest of the paper. 

Theopem. If a continuum M is the union of three of 

its subcontinua which contain a point in common, and no one 

of these subcontinua is contained in the other two, then M 

contains a triode 

The results that follow do depend on the absence of 

triods but it is not necessary to assume that an entire 

continua be atriodic. Instead, a local version of 

atriodicity will be used. As we shall see the results 

will apply to things like the subcontinua of trees which do 

not contain junction points. 

Definition. A continuum M is atriodic at a subset S 

of M provided no triod in M has a core in S. 

Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 state facts about triods and are 

presented without proof. 

Lemma 4. If K is a subcontinuum of the continuum M 

such that M is atriodic at K, and G and H are continua in 

M which intersect K and M-K such that G-K does not inter

sect H-K, then the intersection of K with G and the inter

section of K with H are connected. 

Lemma 5. If K is a subcontinuum of the continuum M 

such that M is atriodia at K, and J is a continuum in M 
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which intersects K and M-K, then (J n K) has at most two 

components. 

Lemma 6. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of the continuum 

M such that M is atriodic at K. Suppose also that there is 

a continuum J which intersects K and M-K such that K is not 

contained in J, and every continuum which intersects K-J 

and M-K contains (K n J). Then K is a W-set in M. 

Proof. Let f be a map of a continuum onto M. Let B 

and C be components of f-l(K) such that f(B) and f(C) 

intersect K-J. Let p be a point in (f(B) n (K-J)). If q 

is a point in (K n J), then every continuum from p to M-K 

contains q. Therefore, by Lemma 1, q is contained in f(B). 

So f(B) contains (K n J), and similarly f(C) contains 

(K n J). The sets f(B)-J and f(C)-J must be nested, or the 

union of f(B), f(C), and J would contain a triod with core 

in K. Let ° ,°2 ,°3 --- be a countable dense subset of K-J,1 

and f~r each I let Ci be the component of f-l(K) such that 

D is in f(C i ). Then some subsequence of C ,C ,C --- coni l 2 3 

verges to a continuum D such that K = f(O). 

Lemma 7. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of the continuum 

M, and K is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. 

Then, if K is not a W-set in M, there are continua Land R 

in M which intersect K and M-K such that L-K and R-K do not 

intersect and K is not contained in L or R. 

Proof. Since K is not a C-set in M, there is a con

tinuum L in M which intersects K and M-K and which does not 

contain K. Assume that L is chosen so that (L n K) is 
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connected and L CA. By Lemma 6, there is a continuum D 

which intersects K-L and M-K such that (K n L) is not con

tained in D. Again assume D is chosen so that (D n K) is 

connected. By Lemma 5, (D n L) has at most two components. 

If (D n K) does not intersect (L n K), then D contains 

a continuum R which intersects both (D n K) and M-K and 

does not intersect L. Land R satisfy the conditions of the 

theorem. 

So assume (D n K) intersects (L n K). Let E be a 

component of (D n L) such that E intersects K n D n L. If 

E also intersects M-K, then the set 

(E U (D n K) U (L n K» 

contains a triod with core in A since no one of the three 

sets in this union is contained in the union of the other 

two and the intersection of all three is not empty. There

fore, E is contained in K. If (D n L) is contained in K, 

let R D. If it is not, then D contains a continuum R 

such that R intersects E and M-K, and the intersection of 

Land R is contained in E which is contained in M. 

Theorem 1 is almost a restatement of Lemma 7. 

Theorem 1. If the subcontinuum K of the continuum M 

is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic~ and 

no subaontinuum of M is separated by K~ then K is a W-set 

in M. 

In Lemma 6 it is assumed that the continuum M is 

atriodic at its subcontinuum K. In Lemma 7 this assumption 

is changed to say that M is atriodic at an open set 
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containing K. The following example shows that this 

strengthening is necessary. 

Example 4. 

In the continuum labeled M the subcontinuum K is the 

limit line of the sin(l/x) curve. The map f from I to M is 

an identification for each I of the point xi with Yi and x 

with y. No subcontinuum of M is separated by K, and K does 

not contain the core of a triod in M. However, every open 

set containing K contains the core of a triod in M, and the 

map f is not weakly confluent with respect to K. 

Theorem 2. If the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic and 

M is separated by K, then K is a W-set in M. 

Proof. Let C and D be the components of M-K. If H is 

a subcontinuum of M which intersects C-K and D-K, then H 

is separated by K. If K is not contained in H, then 

(K U H) contains a triod with core in K. So every subcon

tinuum of M which intersects C-K and M-(C U K) contains K. 

It follows from Lemma 6 that (C U K) is a W-set in M. If 

K separates a subcontinuum H of (C U K), then (H U K U D) 

contains a triod with core in K. So no subcontinuum of 

(C U K) is separated by K, and K is a W-set in (C U K) by 

Theorem 1. It follows that K is a W-set in M, since a 

W-set in a W-set in M is a W-set in M. 
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Remark. It was observed in the proof of the previous 

theorem that if K does not contain the core of a triod, and 

K separates the continuum M into two components C and D, 

then every continuum in M which intersects C and D contains 

K. This fact will be used in several of the proofs that 

follow. 

Theorem 2 also requires the assumption that M is 

atriodic at an open set which contains K. In Example 5 the 

continuum labelled K separates the whole continuum and it 

does not contain the core of a triod, but it is not a W-set. 

Example 5. 

Actually Theorem 2 can be strengthened quite a bit. 

Theorem 3. Suppose K and J are subaontinua of the 

continuum M such that K intersects J, J is not contained 

in K, and there is an open set A containing (K U J) such 

that M is atriodic at A. If K separates M, then J is a 

W-set in M. 

Proof. Let D and E be the components of M-K. 

Case 1. K is contained in J. 

In the proof of Theorem 2 it was shown that if 

J (D U K) or J = (E UK), then J is a W-set in M. So 
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assume J is not equal to (D U K) or (E UK). If J does 

not contain D or E, then J separates M. Also if K = J, then 

J separates M. In either case J is a W-set by Theorem 2. 

So assume (D U K) is contained in J and J intersects E. 

By Lemma 6, J is a W-set in M if every continuum which 

intersects J-(K U E) and M-J contains (J n (K U E)). So 

assume H is a subcontinuum of M which intersects J-(K U E) 

and M-J. Since H intersects C and D it must contain K. 

If (J n E) is not contained in H let P be a component of 

H-(K U E), let Q be a component of H-(K U D) which inter

sects M-J, and let R be a component of J-(K U D) which 

intersects M-H. Then the set 

(P U K) U(Q U K) U (R U K) 

contains a triod with core in (J UK). 

Case 2. K is not contained in J. 

As in Case 1, J does not intersect both D and E, but 

J does intersect either D or E. So assume J intersects D 

but not E. By Lemma 4, both (J n K) and (E n K) are con

tinua. 

Either (K U J) separates M or (K U J) = (D UK). 

In either case (K U J) is a W-set in M. But (K n J) is a 

continuum which separates (K U J). So by Case 1, J is a 

W-set in (K U J), which is a W-set in M. Therefore, J is 

a W-set in M. 

The following union theorem of Class[W] is due to 

J. Davis [1]. It is included here since it follows easily 

from Theorem 3. 
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Theorem 4. If Hand K are continua in Class[W], 

(H n K) is connected, and" (H U K) is an atriodic continuum, 

then (H U K) is in Class[W]. 

Proof. If either H is contained in K or K is contained 

in H, then (H U K) is clearly in Class[W]. So assume H-K 

and K-H are not empty. Then (H n K) separates (H UK) so 

it is a W-set in (H U K) by Theorem 2. By Theorem 3, both 

Hand K are W-sets in (H UK). So if J is a subcontinuum 

of (H U K) either J is contained in one of Hand K, in 

which case J is a W-set in a W-set in (H U K), or J is not 

contained in H or K and J is a W-set by Theorem 3. Since 

every subcontinuum of (H U K) is a W~set in (H U K), 

(H U K) is in Class[W]. 

Theorem 5 concludes this section on general observa

tions. More results of a similar nature can be found in 

the final section of this paper. 

Theorem 5. If K is an indecomposable subcontinuum of 

the continuum M and M is atriodic at K, then K is a W-set 

in M. 

Proof. Suppose K is not a W-set in M, and suppose p, 

q, and r are points in K which lie in different composants 

of K. By Lemma 2, there are continua H, I, and J which 

contain the points p, q, and r respectively, which intersect 

M-K, and which do not contain K. The continua H, I, and J 

can be chosen so that each has a connected intersection 

with K. Therefore, H, I~ and J each intersect only one 

composant of K. Thus (H n K), (I n K), and (J n K) are 
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pairwise disjoint, and the union of K with H, I, and J con

tains a triod with core in K. 

3.	 Characterizations ofW-Sets 

One of the goals of this discussion is to give charac

terizations of W-sets which are stated in terms of "internal" 

properties of continua rather than in terms of mappings. 

The next theorem gives such a characterization for those 

W-sets in atriodic continua which have interior. 

Theorem 6. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic and 

K has interior. A necessary and sufficient condition that 

K be a W-set in M is that K have at Zeast one of the foZZow

ing properties: 

1) K	 s·eparates M 

2) K	 is indecomposable 

3) cl(M-K) n K is connected 

Proof. That properties 1 and 2 are sufficient is 

established in Theorem 2 and Theorem 5. The complement of 

cl(M-k) n K in M has two components int(K) and M-K. if 

cl(M-K) n K is connected then K is a W-set in M by Theorem 3. 

In order to see that it is necessary to have at least 

one of the conditions, assume K is decomposable, M-K is 

connected, and cl(M-K) n K is not connected. By Lemma 5, 

cl(M-K) n K has only two components C and D. Let Hand J 

be proper subcontinua of K such that (H U J) = K. 

Case	 1. The interior of K is contained in H or in J. 
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Then H intersects C and D since A does not contain a 

triode Also, J-H is contained in (C U D). So J-H inter

sects either C or D. Assume J-H intersects C. Let I be 

a continuum obtained by identifying in the set 

(cl(M-K) x {a}) U (H x {l}) 

for every p in (H U D) the point (p,O) with the point (p,l). 

If f is the projection of I onto M then f is not weakly 

confluent with respect to K. 

Case 2. The interior of K is not contained in H. 

If H intersects C and D letb(C) and b(D) be continua 

which intersect K and M-K such that b(C) does not intersect 

b(D), b(C) intersects C, and b(D) intersects D. Then the 

set 

(b (C) U C U H) U (b (D) U D U H) U (J U H) 

contains a triod with core in K. 

So either H does not intersect C or H does not inter

sect D, and similarly either J does not intersect C or J 

does not intersect D. But if H does not intersect either 

Cor D, then J must intersect both C and D. So H intersects 

either C or D and similarly J intersects either C or D. 

Assume H intersects C and not D and J intersects D and not 

C. Let I be the continuum obtained by identifying in the 

set 

(cl(M-K) x {a}) U (H x {I}) U (J x {2}) 

for every p in (H n C) the point (p,O) with (p,l) and for 

every q in (J n D) the point (q,O) with (q,2). If f is 

the projection of I onto M, then f is not weakly confluent 

with respect to K. 
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Corollary. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. 

Suppose also that M is unicoherent. Then if K has interior~ 

K is a W-set in M. 

Theorem 7. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodia. If 

K has interior and K is a W-set in M~ then there are points 

p and q in M such that every continuum in M which contains 

p and q also contains K. 

Proof. By Theorem 6 either K separates M, K is inde

composable, or c1(M-K) n K is connected. 

Case 1. K separates M. 

Let C and D be the components of M-K. If cl(C) inter

sects cl(D), then M contains a triod with core in K. 

According to the remark which follows Theorem 2 K is 

irreducible from C to D. Let p be a point in C and q be 

a point in D. Then every continuum in M which contains p 

and q contains K. 

Case 2. K is indecomposable and K does not separate M. 

Since M is atriodic at K the set cl(M-K) n K has at 

most two components. Since K has interior cl(M-K) n K ~ K 

and hence cl(M-K) n K is contained in at most two compo

sants of K. Let p and q be two points which are contained 

in different composants of the interior of K. Then every 

continuum in M which contains p and q also contains K. 
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Case 3. cl(M-K) n K is connected. 

Every atriodic unicoherent continuum is irreducible 

[6]. If K is not irreducible, thenK is not unicoherent 

and by Theorem 2 of [4] K is a C-set in M. But C-sets do 

not have interior so K is irreducible from some point p to 

some point q. 

Suppose D is a continuum in M which contains p and q. 

If (D n K) is not connected, then there are two continua G 

and H in (D n cl(M-K)) which intersect K and M-K. But then 

(K U G U H) contains a triod with core in K. So (D n K) 

is connected and since p and q are in (D n K), K is con

tained in D. 

Lemma 8. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of the continuum 

M and Land Rare subcontinua of M which intersect K and 

M-K such that L-K does not intersect R-K and such 

that (L U K U R) is contained in an open set A at which 

M is atriodic. Then there are continua P(L) in (L n K) and 

P(R) in (R n K) such that every continuum in (L U K u R) 

which intersects K and L-K contains P(L) and every continuum 

in (L U K U R) which intersects K and R-K contains P(R). 

Moreover, P(L) and P(R) are W-sets in M. 

Proof. Suppose Hand J are continua in (L U K U R) 

which intersect K and L-K. If H-(K u R) and J-(K U R) are 

not nested, the set 

(H U K) U (J U K) U R 

contains a triode So assume H-(K u R) is contained in 

J- (K U R). Note that (H n (K U R)) and (J n (K U R)) are 

connected, and if they are not nested, the set 
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(H- (K U R» U (H n (K 0 R» U (J n (K U R» 

contains a triode Let P(L) be the intersection of the 

collection of all continua of the form (H n (K U R» where 

'H is a continuum in (L U K U R) which intersects K and L-K. 

Since this collection is nested, P(L) is a continuum and 

every continuum in (L U K U R) which intersects K and L-K 

contains P(L). 

Suppose D is a subcontinuum of (L U K) which intersects 

L-K and K. Then (D n K) is connected and P(L) is contained 

in (D n K). If P(L) separates a sUbcontinuum H of (D n K), 

then, since every continuum from L-K to K contains P(L), 

there is a continuum F in (L U K) which contains P(L), 

intersects L-K, and such that (F n H) separates H. So 

(F U H) contains a triode Thus no subcontinuum of (D n K) 

is separated by P(L) and, by Theorem 1, P(L) is a W-set in 

(D n K). If (D n K) separates a subcontinuum H of D, then 

H is contained in Land (H U K U R) contains a triode So 

(D n K) is a W-set in D. We have shown that P(L) is a W-set 

in every subcontinuum of (L U K) which intersects L-K and K. 

Let f be a map of a continuum I onto M. If C is a 

component of f-l(L U K) such that f(C) intersects L-K and 

K, then P(L) is a W-set in f(C), and some subcontinua of 

C maps onto P(L). So assume that for every component C of 

f-l(L U K) if f(C) intersects L-K, then f(C) is contained 

in L-K. This assumption will lead to a contradiction. 
-1 ' 

Suppose Band C are two components of f (L U K) whose 

images intersect L-K, then f(B) and f(C) are nested. For 

if they were not nested, then there are two continua B' and 
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C' in I such that B is a proper subcontinuum of B', C is a 

proper subcontinuum of C', neither f(B') nor f(C') inter

sects (K U R), f(B') and f(C') are contained in A, and 

f(B') and f(C') are not nested. But if f(B')-L and 

f(C')-L are not nested, then the set 

(f(B') U L) U (f(B') U L) U (K U R) 

contains a triod with core in A. So assume f(B')-L is con

tained in f(C')-L. Then the set 

cl(f(B')-L) U (f(B') n L) U (f(C') n L) 

contains a triod with core in A. So f(B) and f(C) must be 

nest~d. 

Let x l ,x2 ,x --- be a sequence of points in L-K which3 

converges to a point x in K. For each i let C be a compoi 

nent of f-l(L U K) such that xi is contained in f(C ).i 

Then some subsequence of Cl ,C ,C --- converges to a continuum
2 3 

C such that f(C) intersects K and L-K contrary to an earlier 

assumption. Hence P(L) is a W-set in M. Similarly, P(R) 

is a W-set in M. 

Theorem 8 gives a characterization of W-sets in atriodic 

continua. Though it is stated in terms of a map onto a 

contlnuum M the theorem really shows that if K is not a 

W-set in M, then M can be taken apart and pub back together 

so that the resulting continuum can be projected onto M 

with a projection map that is not weakly confluent with 

respect to K. If M can be taken apart in this way, then M 

is not in class[W]. 
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Theorem 8. Suppose K is a subcontinuum of the continuum 

M and K is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. 

Suppose also that there is a map g from a continuum N onto 

M which is not weakly confluent with respect to K. Then 

there is map f from a continuum I onto M and a map g' from 

N onto I which have the following properties: 

1) The map g can be factored through I. That is 

g fg'. 

2) The map f is not weakly confluent with respect to K. 

3) f-l(K) has only two components. 

4) Only one point is contained in f-l(p) for each 

point p in M-A. 

5) At most two points are contained in f-l(p) for each 

point p in M. 

6) For each point q in I there is an open set contain

ing q on which f is one-to-one. 

Proof. Since g is not weakly confluent with respect 

to K no component of g-l(K) maps onto K. By Lemma 7 there 

are continua Land R which intersect K and M-K such that 

L-K does not intersect R-K and K is not contained in L or 

R. Choose Land R such that (L U K U R) is contained in A. 

Let V(L) and V(R) be open sets in A such that V(L) inter

sects L but not K or Rand V(R) intersects R but not K or L. 

Claim 1. There is an open set Q such that K is con

ta~ned in Q and Q is contained in A and if D is a component 

of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which intersects q then D is contained 

in A. 
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If the claim is false, then there is a sequence of 

components of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which converges to a con

tinuum E which intersects K and M-A. But since E is COQ

tained in M-(V(L) U V(R)), the set 

(L U K) U (R U K) U (E U K) 

contains a triode 

CZaim 2. There is an open set S which contains K and 

is contained in Q such that if D is a component of M-(V(L) 

U V(R)) which intersects Sand C is a component of g-l(D), 

then E(C) does not intersect both cl(V(L)) and cl(V(R)). 

Assume the claim is false. Then there is a sequence 

D ,D ,D --- of components of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which conl 2 3 

verges to a continuum D which is contained in (L U K U R) 

-1such that for each i there is a component C. of g (D.) for 
,1. 1. 

which g(C ) intersects cl(V(L)) and cl(V(R)). Some sub-i 

sequence of Cl 'C2 'C3 --- converges to a continuum C in N. 

But g(C) is contained in (L U K U R) and g(C) intersects 

cl(V(L)) and cl(V(R)). So K separates g(C) and by Theorem 2 

applied to K and the continuum g(K), some component of 

f-l(K) maps onto K. This is a contradiction so the claim 

is proven. 

Suppose D is a component of M-(V(L) U V(R)) and D 

intersects S, cl(V(L», and cl(V(R». Then D is not a W-set 

in M by claim 2. So by Lemma 7, there are continua Hand J 

in M which intersect D and M-D such that H-D does not inter

sect J-D. Choose Hand J so that (H U D U J) is contained 

in A. By Lemma 8, there is a continuum P(H) in (H n D) 

such that every continuum in (H U D U J) which intersects 
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D and H-D contains P(H), and there is the corresponding 

continuum P(J) in (D n J). Since D is a component of 

M-(V(L) U V(R)), every continuum which intersects D and M-D 

also intersects either cl(V(L)) or cl(V(R)). So P(H) must 

intersect either cl(V(L)) or cl(V(R)), and P(J) must inter

sect either cl(V(L)) or cl(V(R)). Since P(H) and P(J) are 

W-sets in M, neither P(H) nor P(J) intersects both cl(V(L)) 

and cl(V(R)) (recall claim 2). So assume that the naming 

of Hand J is such that P(H) intersects cl(V(L)) and does 

not intersect cl(V(L)), and P(J) intersects cl(V(R)) and 

does not intersect cl(V(R)). 

Next it will be shown that there are components of 

g-l(D) which will be called CL[D] and CR[D] such that if C 

is a component of g-l(D) and P(L) is contained in g(C), 

then g(C) is contained in g(CL[D]), and if C is a component 

of g-l(D) such that P(R) is contained in g(C), then g(C) 

is contained in g(CR[D]). 

-1Suppose Band C are components of g (D) such that 

both g(B) and g(C) contain P(H). Then g(B) and g(C) are 

nested. For if they were not nested, there is a continuum 

F in (H U D) such that F contains P(H), F intersects H-D, 

and g(B)-F and g(C)-F are not nested. But then the set 

(F U g(B) U g(C)) contains a triode So the components of 

g-l(D) which contain P(H) are totally ordered by the con

tainment relation on their images. Let CL[D] be a largest 

component according to this ordering. The component CR[D] 

is derived in a similar manner. Note that D = (g(CL[D]) U 

g(CR[D])), g(CL[D]) intersects cl(V{L)), and g(CR[D]) inter

sects cl(V(R)). 
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Claim 3. Let D' be the component of M-(V(L) U V(R)) 

which contains K. Suppose D ,D2 ,D --- is a sequence ofl 3 

components of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which are not components of 

M-V(L) or M-V(R), and which are contained in A. Suppose 

the sequence converges to a continuum in D' . If F is a limit 

of a subsequence of g(CL[D ]),g(CL[D ]),g(CL[D ]) ---, thenl 2 3

F is contained in g(CL[D ' ]) or if F is a limit of a sub

sequence of g(CR[D ]),g(CR[D ],g(CR[D ])---, then F is conl 2 3

tained in g(CR[D ' ]). 

Suppose F is a limit of a subsequence of g(CL[D ]),l 

g(CL[D ]),g(CL[D ])--- and F is not contained in g(CL[D ' ]).2 3

There is a continuum E in N such that g(E) = F. Since g(E) 

does intersect L, if g(E) also intersects R, some continuum 

in E maps onto K. This is a contradiction. But then g(E) 

is contained in g(CL[D ' ]), which is a contradiction. So 

the claim is proven. 

CLaim 4. Suppose Dl ,D2 ,D3 --- is a sequence of compo

nents of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which are also components of M-V(L) 

(alternately M-V(R)) such that the sequence converges to a 

continuum D in (L U K U R). Then D is contained in 

g(CL[D ' ]) (alternately D is contained in g(CR[D ' ])). 

Suppose D is not contained in g(CL[D ' ]). Let 

x l ,x2 ,x3 --- be a sequence of points in M which converges 

to a point x in D-g(CL[D ' ]) such that xi is in Di for each 

i. For each i there is a component E. of g-l(D.) such 
1 1 

that g(E i ) intersects cl(V(L)) and xi is in g(E ). Somei 

subsequence of E ,E 2 ,E --- converges to a continuum E suchl 3 

that g(E) is contained in (L U K U R), g(E) intersects 
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cl(V(L)) and g(E) is not contained in g(CL[D']). This is 

a contradiction as in Claim 3. So the claim is proven. 

For each component D of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which inter

sects S define the sets EL[D] and ER[D] as follows. If D 

is not a component of M-V(L) or M-V(R), let EL[D] = g(CL[D]) 

and ER[D] = g(CR[D]). If D is a component of M-V(L), let 

EL[D] = D and let ER[D] be empty, and if D is a component 

of M-V(R), let ER[D] = D and let EL[D] be empty. 

By Claim 3 and Claim 4 there are open sets B(L) and 

B(R) such that B(L) intersects K-ER[D'] and B(L) does not 

intersect ER[D'], B(R) intersects K-EL[D'] and B(R) does 

not intersect EL[D'], and there is an open set T contained 

in S which contains K such that if D is a component of 

M-(V(L) U V(R)) which intersects cl(T), then EL[D] does not 

intersect V(R) or B(R) and ER[D] does not intersect (V(L) U 

B(L)) . 

Define the set FL to be the union of EL[D] 's for all 

components D of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which intersect cl(T), 

and define FR to be the union of ER[D] 's for all components 

D of M-(V(L) U V(R)) which intersect cl(T). Let G = (FL 

& FR). Then K is contained in the interior of G, and 

neither FL or FR contains K. The set I is obtained by 

identifying in the set 

[cl (M-G) x {a}] U [FL x {l}] U [FR x {2}] 

for each point p in (FL n cl(M-G)) the point (p,O) with 

(p,l) and for each point q in (FR n cl(M-G) the point (q,O) 

with (q,2). It will be shown that I is a continuum and 

that if f is the projection of I onto M and W = int(G) then 
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f has all of the properties in the statement of the 

theorem. 

The function g' from N onto I is defined as follows: 

-1
1) For each x in g (M-W) let g' (x) = (g (x) ,0) 

2) For each x in g-l (W) let D be the component of 

M-(V(L) & V(R)) which contains g(x). Let C be the component 

of g-l(D) which contains x. If g(C) intersects cl(V(L)), 

then g(C) is contained in EL[D]. Now, ER[D] does not inter

sect cl(V(L)), so g(C) is not contained in ER[D]. In this 

case let g' (x) = (g(x) ,1). Similarly, if g(C) intersects 

cl(V(R)), let g' (x) (g(x) ,2). 

CZaim 5. g' is continuous.
 

Let x be a point in N and let x l ,x2 ,x3 ••• be a sequence
 

. . h' h f . . -1 ( )o f p01nts 1n N w 1C converges to x. I x 1S 1n g M-W, 

clearly g' (xl) ,g' (x ) ,g' (x )··· converges to g' (x) = (g(x) ,0).2 3
. . -l() d' -l(W)'So assume x 1S 1n g W, an Slnce g 1S open assume 

x. is in g-l(W) for each i. 
1 

If g' (xl) ,g' (x ) ,gl (x3 )··· does not converge to g' (x),2

then either g' (x) = (g(x) ,1) and g' (xi) = (g(x ) ,2) fori 

infinitely many its or g' (x) = (g(x) ,2) and g' (xi) = 

(g(x ) ,1) for infinitely many its. Assume the former onlyi 

assume it is true for all i to avoid reindexing. Let D be 

the component of G which contains g(x) and let C be the 

component of g-l(D) which contains x. Then g(C) is contained 

in EL[D] . For each i let D. be the component of G which 
1 

-1
contains f(x i ) and let C. be the component of g (D ) which

1 i 

contains x .. Some subsequence of Cl ,c2 ,C3 ••• converges to
1 

a continuum E in N. Now, g(E) is contained in 
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M-(V(L) U V(R» and g(x) is in g(E)~ so g(E) is contained 

in D. But x is in E, and E is contained in C, and, since 

g(C ) intersects cl(V(R» for each i, g(E) intersectsi 

cl(V(R». Therefore g(C) intersects cl(V(R». But g(C) is 

contained in EL[D] and EL[D] does not intersect cl(V(R». 

This is a contradiction. So g' is continuous. 

That I is a continuum follows from the fact that g' is 

continuous. Let f be the projection of I onto M. The two 

components of f-l(K) are 

1) the set of all points (p,l) in I such that p is in 

the intersection of EL[D'] with K, 

2) the set of all points (q,2) in I such that q is in 

the intersection of ER[D'] with K. 

The set K is not contained in the projection of either of 

these sets onto M since K is not contained in EL[D'] or 

ER[D']. Since all of the identification in obtaining I was 

for points with first coordinate in cl(M-G), and since K 

is contained in the interior of G, the two sets above do 

not intersect. If p is a point in M-W, then f-l(p) is the 

point (p,O). If P is a point in W, then f-l(p) contains at 

most two points, one of the form (p,l) and another of the 

form (p,2). 

Suppose (p,i) is in I. If i 0 then, p is in M-G 
-1 

and f is one-to-one on the open set f (M-G). If i 1, 

then the set of all points (q,l) in I where q is in W is 

an open set containing (p,i) on which f is one-to-one, and 

if i = 2, then the set of all points (q,2) in I where q is 

in W is an open set containing (p,i) on which f is one-to

one. This concludes the proof. 
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In the following corollary a map f is called two-to-one 

if for each point p in the range of f at most two points 

are contained in f-1(p). 

Corotlary. An atriodic continuum M is in c1ass[W] if 

and only if every two-to-one map from a continuum onto M 

is weakly confluent. 

Example 6. The continuum M is obtained by identifying 

three "fan" continua along their limit lines as indicated. 

Even after the identifications the three sets that came 

from the limit lines of the fans are W-sets since each is 

a limit of a sequence of arcs which are W-sets in M. The 

continuum L is obtained by splitting M apart two times. 

The obvious map from L to M is not weakly confluent with 

respect to the simple triod at the center of M. However, 

for any map of a continuum onto M the preimage of that 

simple triod has at least three components or the map is 

weakly confluent with respect to that simple triode This 

demonstrates the necessity of the atriodic assumption in 

the above corollary. 
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4.	 A Characterization or"the Simple Closed Curve 

Class[W], viewed as the class of all continua for 

which every subcontinuum is a W-set, is one extreme of a 

spectrum. The other extreme of that spectrum is inhabitated 

by the class of all continua for which every nondegenerate 

proper subcontinuum is not a W-set. The latter class con

tains many continua which are not atriodic, but it will be 

shown that an atriodic continuum for which every nonde

generate proper subcontinuum is not a W-set is a simple 

closed curve. 

Lemma 9. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. If 

f is a two-to-one map of a continuum I onto M then f-l(K) 

has at most four components and there are components Band 

-1
C of	 f (K) such that (f (B) U f (C)) = K. 

Proof. If K is a W-set in M then there is a component 

-1
B of f (K) such that K = f(B). If C, D, and E are three 

-1 
components of f (K) each different from B, then no two of 

the images of C, D, or E intersect since f is two-to-one. 

So let C', D I
, and E' be continua in I whose images are in 

A, which properly contain C, D, and E respectively, and such 

that no two of f(C I
) f(D I ), and f(E I

) intersect. Then theI 

set 

(f(C I ) U f(D I
) U f(E I 

) UK) 

contains a triod in A. So, in fact, if K is a W-set in M 

-1
then f (K) has at most three components. 

If K is not a W-set in M then let Land R be the 

continua from Lemma 7, and let P(t) be the continuum in 
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(L n K) and P(R) be the continuum in (R n K) from Lemma 8. 

Since f is two-to-one at most two components of f-l(K) can 

have images which contain P(L) and at most two can have 

images which contain P(R). But for each component C of 

f-l(K) either P(L) or P(R) is contained in f(C). So 

-1
f (K) has at most four components. 

There are components Band C of f-l(K) such that 

P(L) is contained in f(B), P(R) is contained in f(C), and 

f(B) intersects f(C). K is irreducible from P(L) to P(R) 

so K = (f (B) U f (C) ) • 

Lemma 10. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. If 

J is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of K such that for each 

two-to-one map f of a continuum onto M there is a component 

C of f-l(K) such that J is contained in f(C) then there is 

a subcontinuum H of K which contains J such that H is a 

W-set in M. 

Proof. If K is a W-set in M let H K. Otherwise 

from Lemma 7 we have the continua Land R and from Lemma 8 

we have the continua P(L) in (L n K) and P(R) in (R n K) 

which have the properties given in those lemmas. In order 

to show that a subco~tinuum H of K is a W-set in M by 

Theorem 8 it suffices to show that every two-to-one map of 

a continuum onto M is weakly confluent with respect to H. 

Also if K is not a W-set in M then there is a two-to-one 

map which is not weakly confluent with respect to K. Let 

f be a two-to-one map of the continuum I onto M which is 

not weakly confluent with respect to K. 
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Case 1. J intersects P(L). 

Let C be a component of f-l(K) such that J is contained 

in f(C). Either P(L) is contained in f(C) or P(R) is con

tained in f(C). But since K is irreducible from P(L) to 

P(R) if P(R) is in f(C) then K = f(C) which contradicts the 

assumption that f is not weakly confluent with respect to 

K. So peL) is contained in f(C). If (P(L) U J) separates 

a subcontinuum D of f(C) then there is a continuum G in 

(L U K) which intersects L-K and K and which does not 

contain either of the components of D-(P(L) U J) (recall 

that P(L) is the intersection of all continua in (L U K) 

from K to L-K). Since P(L) c G, (D U (P(L) U J)) inter

sects G. Hence the set (G U (D U (P(L) U J)) contains a 

triod with core in K. This is a contradiction. By Theorem 

1, (P(L) U J) is a W-set in f(C) for each such C. There

fore H = (P(L) U J) is a W-set in M. 

Case 2. J does not intersect P(L) or P(R). 

Let I(L) be a subcontinuum of K which is irreducible 

with respect to containing both P(L) and J and let I(R) be 

a subcontinuum of K which is irreducible with respect to 

containing both P(R) and J. Since K is irreducible from 

P(L) to P(R) K = (I(L) U I(R». Since K is not a W-set in 

M, K is unicoherent [4, Thro. 2]. Thus (I(L) n I(R» is 

connected. 

Subaase 1. I(L) is contained in I(R). 

By the hypothesis of this lemma there is a component 

C of f-l(K) such that J is contained in f(C). Either P(L) 
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is contained in f(C) or P(R) is contained in f(C) and in 

either case I(L) is contained in'f(C). So since I(L) 

intersects P(L) by Case 1 I(L) is a W-set in M. Let 

H = I (L). 

Subcase 2. I(L) and I(R) are not nested. 

Let C be a component of f- 1 (K) such that J is contained 

in f(C). Then either P(L) or P(R) is contained in f(C). 

So either I(L) or I(R) is contained in f(C) and in either 

case (I(L) n I(R») is contained in f(C). If (I(L) n I(R)) 

separates f(C) then (I(L) n I(R)) is a W-set in f(C) by 

Theorem 2. If (I(L) n I(R)) does not separate f(C) then 

f(C) is not K since (I(L) n I(R)) does separate K. So if 

I(L) is contained in f(C) then I(R) is not contained in 

f(C). And if (I(L) n I(R)) separates a subcontinuum D of 

f(C) then the set (I(R) U (I(L) n I(R)) U D) contains a 

triode In any case (I(L) n I(R)) is a W-set in f(C). Let 

H = (I (L) n I (R) ) • 

Lemma 11. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open setA at which M is atriodio. 

Suppose also that J is a subcontinuum of K such that if 

D and E are two proper subcontinua of K whose union is K 

then either J is contained in D or J is contained in E. 

Then there is a subcontinuum H of K which contains J such 

that H is a W-set ~n M. 

Proof. Let f be a two-to-one map of a continuum onto 

M. Then by Lemma 9 there are two components Band C of 

f-1(K) such that (f(B) U f(C) = K. So either J is contained 
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in f(B) or J is contained in f(C). The lemma follows from 

Lemma 10. 

Lemma 11 will be used later to prove Theorem 10. The 

following strengthening of Lemma 11 is not used in Theorem 

10 but it is included for completeness. 

Theorem 9. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the continuum 

M is contained in an open set A at which M is atriodic. 

Suppose aZso that J is a subcontinuum of K such that if 

D and E are two proper subcontinua of K whose union is K 

then either J is contained in D or J is contained in E. If 

in addition there are two proper Bubcontinua D and E of K 

whose union is K and whose intersection is J then J is a 

W-set in M. 

Proof. By Lemma 11 there is a W-set H in M such that 

J is contained in Hand H is contained in K. If H inter

sects D-J and H intersects E-J then J separates H so J is 

a W-set in M by Theorem 2. Suppose H does not intersect 

D-J. Then if there is a subcontinuum F of H which is 

separated by J the set (D U J U F) contains a triode Which 

is a contradiction. So J is a W-set in H by Theorem 1. 

Thus J must be a W-set in M. 

Lemma 12. If K is a unicoherent atriodic continuum 

such that for each nondegenerate subcontinuum J of K there 

is a pair of proper 8ubcontinua D and E of K whose union i8 

K and such that J is not contained in either D or E then K 

is an arc. 
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Proof. Let a and b be two points of K such that K is 

irreducible from a to b [6]. Let x be a point of K which 

is not a or b. Let I(a) be a subcontinuum of K which is 

irreducible from a to x, and let I(b) be a subcontinuum of 

K which is irreducible from b to x. Since K is unicoherent 

and decomposable (I(a) n I(b» is a proper sUbcontinuum of 

K. If (I(a) n I(b» is nondegenerate then there are two 

proper subcontinua D and E of K whose union is K and such 

that neither D nor E contains (I(a) n I(b». Now x is in 

either D or E. If x is in D then D also contains I(a) or 

I(b) ~ince D contains either a or b (E cannot contain both 

a and b). This is a contradiction so (I(a) n I(b» is x 

and x separates K. Since K is separated by all but two of 

its points K is an arc. 

Theorem 10. Suppose the subcontinuum K of the con

tinuum M is contained in an open set A at which M is 

atriodic. If K does not contain a nondegenerate W-set 

in M then K is an arc. 

Proof. Since K does not contain a nondegenerate W-set 

K does not contain a continuum with the properties of the 

continuum J in Lemma 11. Also K is unicoherent since it 

is not a C-set [4, Thro. 2]. So K is an arc by Lemma 12. 

CoroLLary. An atriodic continuum M is a simpLe cLosed 

curve if and onLy if no proper subcontinuum of M is a 

W-set in M. 

Proof. Suppose no nondegenerate proper subcontinuum 

of M is a W-set in M. Let K be a nondegenerate proper 
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subcontinuum of M. By Theorem 10, K is an arc and K does 

not	 separate M by Theorem 2. So cl(M-K) is also an arc. 

Since M is atriodic M is either an arc or a simple closed 

curve. But arcs are in class[W] so M is a simple closed 

curve. 

It is obvious that if M is a simple closed curve M 

does not contain a nondegenerate proper subcontinuum which 

is a W-set in M. 
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